
For make thesis 

1. Your advisor(s) ok with the thesis. 

2. upload to school (Turnitin) system, be careful the similarity index should under 

20%. Print the result sheet. 

3. upload your thesis with watermark to library system for review.  

4. Print out the thesis summary (Needs you & advisors signature) from library 

system. 

4. Print the ISU copyright authorization sheet for your advisor to sign. 

5. Come to PPM office to pick the signature page. 

6. To make thesis hard copy, school’s copy shop knows the order. At least you need 2 

hardcover and 1 paperback hard copies. (no watermark) 

【font page → signature sheet→ the signed copyright authorization page →your 

thesis】    

7. Waiting for library system’s review result (they will reply you by mail, it takes few 

days), print out the sheet they give and sign (the master's degree on the electronic 

authorization). 

  

For school leaving process (as attachment)  

1.     Career Development Center - Complete the School's Questionnaire on your 

information system. 

2.     To Cashier section to see weather money payment is all done in school, ask 

them to tick agree you to leave school. 

3.     To student housing section (in entrance of 2nd dormitory)  ask them to tick 

agree you to leave school. 

4.  Submit one hardcover’s thesis to PPM office (the original signature one). 

5.  Inform you advisor to tick agree you to leave school on her/his information 

system. 

6. submit to library  

•    the thesis summary (Needs you & advisors signature) 

‧     the master's degree on the electronic authorization (Needs your signature) 

•    one hard copy thesis(Hardcover)  

7. Library to see whether you have unreturned book, to tick agree you to leave 

school .  

8. Final, give 1 paperback hard copy to register section, the will give you the diploma 

(Should inform them 3 work days before, so you can ask me to inform them 3 days 

before). 


